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	Globalization 2.0: A Roadmap to the Future from Leading Minds, 9783642011771 (3642011772), Springer, 2009
The recent near-collapse of the global financial sector and the resulting economic problems have caused a great deal of re-examining of the fundamental principles of globalization. This book showcases how leading managers perceive the current crises and the future of globalization. It offers trendsetting answers, solutions and a roadmap for the roadblocks facing future economic growth which are proposed by leading minds from world-leading companies such as CISCO Systems, British Telecom, Lufthansa Technik, Henkel, A.T. Kearney, Roland Berger, Arthur D. Little, Kienbaum, T-Systems, Mercedes-Benz technology, Landis and Gyr, Conergy.
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Traditional Festivals: A Multicultural Encyclopedia: Volume 1 & 2ABC Clio, 2004

	This illustrated reference work covers a wide range of festivals that have sacred origins and are, or have been, part of a folk tradition, a world religion, or a major civilization.


	• More than 150 A–Z entries on the content and context of each festival, tracing its historical development and geographic variations, from...


		

The Harvard Medical School Guide to a Good Night's SleepMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Why would I write a book on sleep? After all, everyone sleeps, it looks easy, and nothing much seems to happen while you’re doing it. That’s what I used to think before I started studying sleep. I first came across the intricacies and mysteries of sleep as an undergraduate studying psychobiology at UCLA in the 1970s. I was amazed at how...

		

Computational Geometry in C Second Edition (Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science (Paperback))Cambridge University Press, 1998

	This is the newly revised and expanded edition of the popular introduction to the design and implementation of geometry algorithms arising in areas such as computer graphics, robotics, and engineering design. The second edition contains material on several new topics, such as randomized algorithms for polygon triangulation, planar point...




	

Teach Yourself VISUALLY Search Engine Optimization (SEO)Visual, 2013

	The perfect guide to help visual learners maximize website discoverability


	Whether promoting yourself, your business, or your hobbies and interest, you want your website or blog to appear near the top when your customers search. Search engine optimization, or SEO, is increasingly essential to businesses. This full-color,...


		

Getting Started with CreateJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop astounding animated web applications using CreateJS


	Overview

	
		Enables you to design top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on JavaScript
	
		Illustrates the use of EaselJS API to customize and enhance performance of complex applications
	...



		

Molecular Plant ImmunityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Molecular Plant Immunity provides an integrated look at both well-established and emerging concepts in plant disease resistance providing the most current information on this important vitally important topic within plant biology. Understanding the molecular basis of the plant immune system has implications on the development of new...
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